Statement of concern on the impact of the Immigration Bill on Scotland’s communities
In this statement, representativesi from Scotland’s housing, health and migrants’ rights and
refugee sectors outline their key concerns regarding the housing and health proposalsii in
the UK Government’s Immigration Bill.
Immigration has for decades enriched UK and Scottish life through increased social diversity,
economic growth and competitiveness and an enhanced cultural life. Migrants have and
continue to be central to delivering some of our valued public services, especially the NHS.
Although immigration and asylum are reserved to the UK Parliament, housing and health
are in the legislative and executive competence of the Scottish Parliament and the Scottish
Government, respectively.
Housing
The Bill will requireiii private and registered social landlords to check the immigration status
of prospective and current tenants under penalty of up to £3,000. The private rented and
non-council social housing sectors in Scotland account for 527,000 tenancies or 22.2% of all
householdsiv in Scotland, with private tenancy levels highest in Aberdeen, Dundee,
Edinburgh, and Glasgowv. The Bill proposes that the immigration status of all these
tenancies be checked, with private and registered social landlords acting as proxy
immigration officials.
Health
The Bill also proposes that universal access to the NHSvi be restricted through statute to
apply only to those with indefinite leave to remain in the UK. Despite reassurance from the
UK Immigration Minister that any devolved arrangements for charging overseas visitors will
not be affectedvii, there remains the possibility that UK Ministerial orders can make primary
and emergency care chargeable. Indeed, the UK Government recently announced its
intention to charge some migrants and overseas visitors for A & E careviii. The Bill also
proposes a UK-wide pre-entry immigration health charge for non-EEA temporary migrants
and students.
Constitutional Issues
The Sewel Conventionix requires that the UK Parliament should not normally legislate with
regard to devolved matters except with the agreement of the Scottish Parliament. Both the
regulation of the landlord-tenant relationship and the delivery of NHS services are devolved
matters. The provisions in Part 3 of the Bill relating to landlords and tenants and to the NHS
affect devolved matters. Therefore, they should be the subject of formal discussions
between the UK and Scottish Governments, followed by appropriate steps being taken so
the Scottish Parliament may discuss and take a view on whether to give legislative consent
or not to these provisions.

Key concerns
We regard the proposals as inappropriate in principle, unworkable in practice, and lacking in
proper evidence. Moreover, we anticipate they will be ineffective in their own terms, for
example, they will not reduce the number of people with irregular status in the UK.
1. It is inappropriate in principle to require private and non-council social landlords to
undertake immigration document checks on prospective and existing tenants,
especially under threat of a potential, hefty fine. Similarly, it is inappropriate to
require health professionals to undertake immigration document checks on patients.
Health settings are not the place to check immigration status, and this Bill, as the
Royal College of GPs told the Westminster Parliament must not "turn GPs into
border agents"x. The recent commitment from the UK Government that access to GP
consultations will not be chargeable is welcome, but it remains at best unclear and
at worst of concern, as to what immigration-related checks GPs will be expected to
carry outxi.
2. There is potential for discrimination and exacerbating inequality in private
tenancies and housing association stock, arising from the Bill’s tenant checking
scheme, with disadvantage potentially greatest for prospective legitimate tenants
with unclear residence status, those not able to produce the requisite documents
quickly, and people in visible minority communities that are seeking
accommodation.
3. There is concern about burdening landlords and health professionals. Landlords
wishing to rent out a property or room will be required to liaise with existing and
potential tenants on immigration matters. Meanwhile NHS staff may have to carry
out immigration checks due to proposed statutory criteria that limit automatic free
NHS care to people with indefinite leave to remain. This may render already
marginal groups more vulnerablexii.
4. The proposals may be self-defeating:
(a) Rather than targeting so-called ‘illegal’ migrants the tenant checking scheme may
drive both those with irregular status and prospective legitimate tenants with
unclear status or documents to unscrupulous landlords, boosting the rogue
marketxiii, and potentially undermining continuing efforts to weaken such practice in
Scotlandxiv.
(b) Health professionals interpreting more restrictive qualifying rules which, unless
exempted, can make eligibility to free NHS services dependent on having indefinite
leave to remain. Despite a policy in Scotland to minimise charging for overseas
visitorsxv, perceptions of fees and document-checks may deter irregular and resident
migrants and those with chaotic lives at the margins from accessing care.
5. The proposals lack evidence with neither the proposal for landlord checking or on
regulating and charging for access to the NHS, supported by research or pilots. The

impact assessments for eachxvi set out the problem perceived but not as known nor
is there any evidence supporting the specific measures or that they need to be or are
best implemented through legislation rather than via guidance or policy.
Recommendations
The proposals on residential tenancies and access to the NHS not only impact on devolved
competence, but negatively so, and we call on The Scottish Government to act by initiating a
full Chamber Debate at the earliest opportunity on the devolved implications, at the very
least, of the housing and health provisions in the Bill.
Furthermore, we urge a wider public debate in Scotland on the implications of the proposals
for Scotland’s diverse communities, particularly to inform the recommended future
deliberations and decisions in the Scottish Parliament on whether legislative consent should
be given to these provisions.
Co-Signatories
John Blackwood, Chief Executive, Scottish Association of Landlords;
Graeme Brown, Director, Shelter Scotland;
Mary Taylor, Chief Executive, Scottish Federation of Housing Associations;
Alan Ferguson, Director, Chartered Institute of Housing;
Dr John Gillies, Chair, Royal College of GPs in Scotlandxvii (health aspects only);
Professor Tom Mullen, University of Glasgow (in personal capacity);
John Wilkes, Chief Executive, Scottish Refugee Council;
Sarah Craig, Convenor of GRAMNet, University of Glasgow (in personal capacity);
Nazek Ramadan, Director, Migrant Voice;
Pat Elsmie, Director, Migrants Rights Scotland;
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Please note that the support of the Royal College of GPs in Scotland is limited to the health aspects of the statement and
summary letter.

